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WHEREAS the Principality of Kaharagia has a rich honours system to recognize 
individuals, Kaharagi and foreign; 
 
KNOWING that it is necessary to ensure that everyone who has dedicated time, money, 
and advice is equality important in the success of the principality; 
 
CONSDERING Royal Decrees: No. 2 of 2011 and No. 7 of 2014 ensuring the Sovereign of 
the Principality of Kaharagia recognizes individuals’ contributions to the realm; 
 
In pursuance of the public interest; Have decreed as follows: 

 
PRELIMINARY PROVISION 

Establishment & Sovereign 
 

Article 1: A medal called the KAHARAGIAN SERVICE MEDAL is established, and 
its statutes and rules are defined in this decree and further decrees issued. 

  
Article 2: The reigning Sovereign is Sovereign of the Kaharagian Service Medal. The 

Sovereign does not automatically wear the medal unless he has been granted 
it previously. 

  
Article 3: The Sovereign alone grants the medal, he may solicit the recommendation 

of others in the process. 
 

FIRST PROVISION 
Design 

 
Article 4: The Kaharagian Service Medal shall be a round, gold plated disk, on the 

obverse shall be the profile of the reigning Sovereign surrounded by their 
name and title in Kaharaž. On the Obverse shall be the text “For Service” in 
Kaharaž surrounded by a laurel of oak and olive. 

  
Article 5: The Kaharagian Service Medal shall be suspended from a ribbon of black 

and yellow in the form of a drape. A woman out of uniform may choose to 
wear it on a bow of the same ribbon. 

 
SECOND PROVISION 

Criteria 
 

Article 6: The Kaharagian Service Medal can be awarded to any individual who has 
provided service to the Principality of Kaharagia, the Sovereign of 
Kaharagia, or people of Kaharagia. 
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Article 7: No individual who has been found guilty of a crime against the sovereign or 

principality may be eligible for the medal. A recipient found guilty of a crime 
against either shall have the honour removed from them. 

  
Article 8: An individual may be awarded the Kaharagian Service Medal more than 

once, for each additional times awarded they shall add a gold crown to the 
ribbon drape of the medal. 

  
Article 9: Individuals granted the Kaharagian Service Medal may use the postnominals 

KSM after their name. The published order of wear should be followed 
when considering the order placement of the postnominals. 

 
CONCLUDING PROVISION 

Publication and Effect 
 

Article 10: This decree shall take effect from the date of Our royal sign-manual and 
order it to be published in the official gazette of the Principality of 
Kaharagia. 

  
Article 11: The execution of this decree is charged to all individuals having duly 

appointed authority to do so. 
 
 

Done in Detroit, 13 June 2022 
 
 

Maximilian P. 
 
 

 
 

 
 


